Aircraft Detailing Services
●

Quick Turn Service

●

Dry Wash

●

Bright Work

●

Seal and Polish

●

Interior Detail

●

Leather Conditioning

●

De-Ice Boots

Quick Turn Service-Quick turn service is a basic wipe down of the exterior trouble areas, leading edges,
windshields, engine inlets and the nose of the aircraft is cleaned free of any bug strikes. The sides and bottom of
the engines along with the aft of the aircraft is dry washed clean of oil and other fluids. A light wipe down of the
landing gear is performed as well as an interior wipe down and vacuum.
Dry Wash-The underside of the aircraft, leading edges, landing gear, and nose are degreased and bug strikes are
removed. Each panel of the aircraft is cleaned using an environmentally friendly dry wash compound.
Bright Work-This is a three step process that brings all raw metal surfaces on the exterior of the aircraft to a
mirror polish. We mask off all sensitive areas, an oxidation remover is applied, followed by an intermediate
polish, and then a swirl mark remover. This service includes a dry wash and basic wipe down of the interior. The
struts and tires are cleaned and dressed.
Seal and Polish-We remove any paint oxidation from the exterior painted surfaces, apply a polymer based sealant
which bonds to the surface of the paint, providing a long lasting shine. Seal and Polish services include an exterior
and interior wipe down.
Interior Detail- Interior detailing includes all leather cleaned and conditioned along with a full interior cleaning of
cabin and cockpit, lavatory and galley areas. This is a meticulous cleaning and disinfecting of all areas including
removal of contents in cabin drawers and washing all galley china, glassware and utensils.
Leather Conditioning - Our trained technician is able to renew the shine and luster of leather surfaces, which
maintains the value of your aircraft. First we deep clean the leather and remove surface stains, then apply a fine
leather conditioner for added protection.

Call today for your quote: 903-786-2666
Or email terry@texomajet.com

